Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) enzyme is essential for DNA synthesis and DNA methylation, and its gene polymorphisms have been implicated as risk factors for birth defects, neurological disorders, and different types of cancers. Several studies have investigated the association between the MTHFR A1298C polymorphism and breast cancer (BC) risk, but the results were inconclusive. To assess the risk associated with MTHFR A1298C polymorphism, a comprehensive meta-analysis was performed. PubMed, Google Scholar, Elsevier and Springer Link databases were searched for case-control studies relating the association between MTHFR A1298C polymorphism and BC risk and estimated summary odds ratios (ORs) with confidence intervals (CIs) for assessment. Up to January 2014, 33 case-control studies involving 15,919 BC patients and 19,700 controls were included in the present meta-analysis. The results showed that the A1298C polymorphism was not associated with BC risk in all the five genetic models (C vs 
Introduction
Breast cancer (BC) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in women in the developed world and its incidence in the developing world is on the rise. Worldwide, more than 1 million new cases of female BC are diagnosed each year. [1] The most rapid rises are seen in developing countries, where BC risk has historically been low-relative to industrialized countries. The cumulative lifetime risk for the development of the disease in the general population is estimated to be 10%. [2] However, 5-10% of all BC may represent hereditary cases. The most significant risk factor for breast or ovarian is the presence of the two cancer susceptibility genes, BRCA1 or BRCA2. Epigenetic alterations in cancer-related genes are recognized to play an important role in BC carcinogenesis. Epidemiological studies have consistently supported that cancer is related not only to mutations in functional genes, but also related to the aberrant epigenetic modifications of various genes. [3] There is considerable interest in identifying other risk factors associated with BC that can be modified to reduce the risk of the disease. Accumulating evidence from epidemiologic studies suggests a protective role of folate and related B vitamins against BC. The folate metabolism pathway contributes to important metabolic processes such as DNA synthesis, methylation and repair. [4] Folate deficiency due to low-dietary or supplemental intake, or impaired absorption or metabolism, may result in increased numbers of DNA strand breaks, impaired DNA repair, enhanced mutagenesis and alterations in DNA methylation patterns and all of these events have been implicated in carcinogenesis. [5, 6] Epidemiologic studies have indicated that folate deficiency may be related to the development of several cancers, including BC. [7] [8] [9] It has been suggested that breast carcinogenesis could be associated with alteration of estrogen receptor gene methylation pattern and global DNA methylation. [10] It is biologically plausible that polymorphisms of folate pathway genes would have an impact on BC risk since functional polymorphisms contribute to the alteration of folate metabolism. [8] There are several evidences that methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene variants increase thymidylate synthase activity in cancer cells, because of increased supply of 5,10-methyleneTHF, the methyl donor for methylation of dUMP to dTMP. [11] MTHFR is a regulatory enzyme in folate metabolism that catalyzes the irreversible conversion of 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate to 5-methyltetrahydrofolate and directs the flux of intracellular folate toward the conversion of homocysteine to methionine at the expense of nucleotide synthesis. [12, 13] MTHFR gene is located at 1p36.3. [9] Two SNP markers in the MTHFR gene (C677T and A1298C) have been associated with reduced enzyme activity, thereby making MTHFR polymorphisms a potential candidate cancer-predisposing factor due to genomic DNA hypomethylation, hyperhomocysteinemia and atherosclerosis. [3] The C677T polymorphism codes for an alanine to valine substitution in the N-terminal catalytic domain and results in an enzyme with ~65% and ~30% of the enzyme activity for heterozygotes and homozygotes, respectively. [12, 14] The A→C polymorphism at nucleotide 1298 codes for glutamine to alanine substitution in the C-terminal regulatory domain. [13] Individuals homozygous for the A1298C have approximately the same enzyme activity as those heterozygous for C677T allele. [13, 14] These variant genotypes are associated with a substantial decrease in enzymatic activity in vitro. [12, 13] and may reduce the risk of colon cancer [15] [16] [17] and acute lymphocytic leukemia. [18] Conversely, the same variants have also been associated with an increased risk for various cancers including endometrial cancer, [19] cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, [20] esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, [21] gastric cancer, [22] bladder cancer, [23] and squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck. [24] The role of folate in BC has been investigated in several studies, and most have shown folate consumption to be inversely related to BCs. [25] A1298C allele frequency differs greatly in various ethnic groups of the world. The prevalence of the A1298C homozygote variant genotype ranges from 7% to 12% in White populations from North America and Europe. Lower frequencies have been reported in Hispanics (4-5%), Chinese (1-4%) and other Asian populations (1-4%). [26, 27] Many studies investigated the association between the A1298C genotype and BC incidence. Although significant association was observed in some studies, a clear linkage between MTHFR polymorphisms and the risk to develop BC has not been established. [8, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Hence in the present study a meta-analysis of all published case-control studies investigating A1298C polymorphism as a risk factor for BC was carried out to shed some lights on conclusive role of A1298C polymorphism in BC.
Materials and Methods
Articles included in the present meta-analysis were selected by PubMed, Elsevier, Google Scholar and Springer Link databases search with keywords MTHFR, 'A1298C' and 'BC' up to January, 2014. All extracted articles read completely and carefully. Relevant information's were extracted from all selected studies like-author family name, journal name, year of publication, country name and number of cases and controls for each A1298C genotypes (AA, AC and CC genotypes).
Eligible studies had to meet all of the following criteria: (1) They were published in a peer-reviewed journal, (2) they contained independent data, (3) they presented sufficient data to calculate the odds ratios (OR) with a CI and a P value, (4) they were case-control association studies, (5) they described the relevant genotyping protocols or provided reference to them, (6) they used healthy individuals as controls.
Cochran's Q statistic was used to test formally for heterogeneity, and the percentage variability of the pooled OR attributable to heterogeneity between studies was quantified with the I 2 metric (I 2 = (Q -df)/Q), which is independent of the number of studies in the meta-analysis. I
2 takes values of between 0 and 100%, with higher values denoting a greater degree of heterogeneity [33] (I 2 = 0% to 25%: No heterogeneity; I 2 = 25% to 50%: Moderate heterogeneity; I 2 = 50% to 75%: Large heterogeneity; I 2 = 75% to 100%: Extreme heterogeneity).
[34]
The pooled OR was estimated using fixed effect (FE) [35] and random effect (RE) [36] models. Publication bias was investigated with the funnel plot. Funnel plot asymmetry was further assessed by the method of Egger's linear regression test. [37] All statistical analyses were undertaken using the program MIX version 1.7.
[38] A P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant, and all the P values were two-sided. Figure 1 presents a flow chart of the retrieved studies and the studies excluded, with specifying reasons and the information extracted from the studies included in the meta-analysis is provided in Tables 1 and 2 . Totally 152 articles were retrieved using search strategies, but 98 articles did not meet the inclusion criteria after reviewing full paper. The excluded articles include seven case studies, two editorials, nine letter to the editor, 12 reviews and seven articles were not in English language, and 61 articles were irrelevant for the present meta-analysis. Out of remaining 54 articles, twenty-one articles were again excluded in which only C677T polymorphism were reported. Thirty-three studies were found suitable for the inclusion in the present meta-analysis. [3, 8, 9, [28] [29] [30] [31] The studies were carried out in Brazil, [54] Canada, [50] China, [28, 41, 44, 53, 57, 60, [62] [63] [64] Germany, [31] Greece, [9] India, [51] Iran, [59] Japan, [55] Finland, [40] Pakistan, [61] Poland, [45] Russia, [58] Singapore, [49] Taiwan, [42] Turkey, [3, 39] UK, [8] and USA. [29, 30, 46, 47, 56] Among thirty-three included studies OR is above one in only 21 studies. Author has also assessed whether the frequencies of AA, AC and CC genotypes among controls in individual studies were consistent with the expected distribution (that is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium) by using the χ 2 test. Genotypes were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in all controls. Thirty-three studies, reported the association of SNP A1298C polymorphism in the MTHFR gene with BC are summarized in Table 1 .
Results

Selection of included studies
Summary statistics
In total 33 studies, total cases were 15,919 with AA (8478), AC (6139) and CC (1302), and controls were 19,700 with AA (10479), AC (7622), and CC (1599). In controls genotypes percentage of AA, AC and CC were 53.19%, 38.69% and 8.12% respectively. In total cases genotype percentage of AA, AC, and CC was 53.26%, 38.56% and 8.18% respectively. Frequencies of AA and AC genotypes were highest in both cases and controls [ Table 2 ]. Allelic number of A and C alleles were also calculated and presented in Table 2 . Table 3 summarizes the ORs with corresponding 95% CIs for the association between A1298C polymorphism and risk of BC in allele contrast, homozygote, dominant, recessive and co-dominant models. The pooled ORs were estimated by both fixed effects (Mantel and Haenszel) and random effects (Der Simonian and Laired) models. Meta-analysis with allele contrast did not show any association with both fixed effect (OR CvsA = 0.99; 95% CI: 0.95-1.02; P = 0.55) and random effect model (OR CvsA = 0.99; 95% CI = 0.93-1.05; P = 0.79). The meta-analysis with fixed effects showed that there was 63.18% (P < 0.0001) heterogeneity between the 33 studies [ Figure 2 , Table 3 ].
Meta-analysis
M e t h y l e n e t e t r a h y d r o f o l a t e r e d u c t a s e A 1 2 9 8 C polymorphism had no association with susceptibility to BC with genotype contrast meta-analysis using four genetic models (for CC 
Publication bias
Funnel plots, Begg's and Egger's test were performed to estimate the risk of publication bias. The shape of funnel plots in all contrast models showed obvious evidence of symmetry [ Figure 3 ]. In addition, all the P values of Egger›s test were more than 0.05, which provided statistical evidence for the symmetry of funnel plots in the meta-analysis (P = 0.89 for C vs. A; P = 0.21 for CC vs. AA; and P = 0.35 for AC vs. AA; P = 0.62 for CC + AC vs. AA; P = 0.06 for CC vs. AC + AA). Begg's test results also did not show publication bias (P = 0.78 for C vs. A; P = 0.28 for CC vs. AA; and P = 0.57 for AC vs. AA; P = 0.97 for CC + AC vs. AA; P = 0.06 for CC vs. AC + AA) [ Table 3 ]. 
Subgroup analysis
of 33 studies included in the present meta-analysis, 17 studies were carried out on Asian population, and 16 studies were carried out on Caucasian population. The subgroup analysis by ethnicity also revealed that the no significant association was found between MTHFR A1298C polymorphism and Table 5 ].
Discussion
Breast cancer is a manifestation of abnormal genetic variants as well as epigenetic changes. Interruption of one-carbon metabolism may be important in BC etiology as it facilitates the cross-talk between genetic and epigenetic processes playing critical roles in both DNA methylation and DNA synthesis. Previous studies on the relationship between MTHFR A1298C polymorphism and BC risk were contradictory. These inconsistent results are possibly because of a small effect of the polymorphism on BC risk or the relatively low statistical power of the published studies. Hence, the meta-analysis was needed to provide a quantitative approach for combining the results of various studies with the same v  135  151  129  130  32  25  399  432  193  180  Liu, 2013  206  214  176  172  53  49  588  600  282  270  Ozen, 2013  17  71  29  35  5  0  63  177  39  35  Akram, 2012  35  30  55  75  20  5  125  135  95  85  Papandreou, 2012  129  136  135  116  36  31  393  388  207  178  Wu, 2012  37  42  32  28  6  5  106  112  44  38  Hosseini, 2011  162  105  96  135  36  60  420  345  168  255  Hua, 2011  50  55  42  32  3  3  142  142  48 , 2007  151  117  134  144  34  29  436  378  202  202  Kan, 2007  70  61  41  32  14  8  181  154  69  48  Lissowska, 2007  892  1086  874  941  220  251  2658  3113  1314  1443  Stevens, 2007  224  252  228  201  42  40  676  705  312  281  Xu, 2007  558  536  417  457  87  110  1533  1529  591  677  Chou, 2006  104  172  30  95  8  18  238  439  46  131  Chen, 2005  558  536  417  457  87  110  1533  1529  591  677  Justenhoven, 2005  273  295  256  266  53  73  802  856  362  412  Forsti, 2004  94  133  102  127  27  38  290  393  156  203  Le Marchand, 2004  741  1493  372  801  77  120  1854  3787  526  1041  Qi, 2004  155  144  58  71  4  3  368  359  66  77  Shrubsole, 2004  768  824  311  344  42  40  1847  1992  395  424  Ergul, 2003  50  90  48  85  20  18  148  265  88  121  Sharp, 2002  27  24  5  25  3  11  59  73  11  47 topic, and for estimating and explaining their diversity. [65] This meta-analysis examined the MTHFR A1298C polymorphism and its relationship to susceptibility for BC included 33 studies with 15,919 cases and 19,700 controls.
During the past decade several meta-analyses were published assessing MTHFR as a risk factor to various cancers like-esophageal cancer, [66, 67] pancreatic cancer, [68, 69] liver cancer, [70] ovary cancer, [68, 71, 72] lung cancer, [73] [74] cervical [82] and Yu et al. [65] demonstrated no significant association of A1298C polymorphism with BC risk. There are several published articles which were not included in the past meta-analyses, cancer, [76, 77] gastric cancer, [34, 78] prostate cancer [75] and head and neck cancer. [79] During the literature search seven meta-analysis on the same topic [45, 65, [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] were retrieved, out of which three meta-analysis investigated association between A1298C polymorphism and BC. [65, 80, 81] Zintzaras [79] so author conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis with the largest number of studies (33 studies) and largest sample size (35, 619) .
Heterogeneity is a very important part of a meta-analysis, and finding the possible sources for the high heterogeneity is very important and can greatly affect the results of a meta-analysis. [76] To explore the possible sources for the high heterogeneity in the present meta-analysis, subgroup analysis was performed (results not shown). By subgroup analysis author found that the ethnicity was the major source of the high heterogeneity in the present meta-analysis, which could be explained by the race-specific effect of MTHFR A1298C polymorphism on susceptibility to BC. However, ethnicity didn't explain all heterogeneity in this meta-analysis. Present meta-analysis had several strengths like-publication bias was not detected, which indicated that the pooled results were unbiased. Further substantial studies were pooled which increased the power of the study. Some limitation of the present meta-analysis should also be acknowledged like (i) unadjusted OR was used, (ii) sample size in some studies was low, (iii) controls in some studies were not well defined and were hospital based noncancerous patients, (iv) meta-analysis was restricted on only single polymorphism, other polymorphism of folate pathway genes should also be included in future meta-analysis and (v) except genetic polymorphism, other important factors such as age, ethnicity, folate intake, and smoking status were not considered.
In conclusion, the present meta-analysis suggests that A1298C polymorphism in MTHFR gene independent of other factors, such as folate levels etc., may not play a significant role in the development of BC.
